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Abstract 
 

   Being one of the most prominent features of this era of daily rapid 

developments in the field of communications, Electronic Commerce needs us 

to conduct lots of studies concerning it legal aspects requires study the legal 

aspects of electronic commerce. 

In view of the importance of electronic commerce, the Jordanian law 

systems, like many Laws in other States, legal rules governing electronic 

transactions, particularly those relating to the communications business, unlike 

the Kuwaiti legislature did not enact a law governing special transactions 

through the modern electronic communication. 

Given the diversity of themes of this trade, the multiplicity of problems 

arising from them, this study was limited to the statement of the nature of the 

legal rules governing correspondence electronic business both in terms of those 

that apply in the convening of this correspondence, or in proven, as well as 

from where the settlement of disputes arising from them, In particular, in the 

absence of a special law electronic transactions in the State of Kuwait. 

This study he found out a number of conclusions and recommendations and the 

most important of which is as follows: the Jordanian legislature does not 

addresses some legal aspects governing correspondence Electronic Businessp 

accordingly other must be an issuance of special law governing the electronic 

transactions in the State of Kuwait being crucial in organizing the market in 

Kuwait. In additing there must be a recognition of the legal opposability signed 

electronically as a means of proving full functionally equivalent regular bond 

signed traditionally. 


